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Abstract. On November 22-23, 1997, a geomagneticstorm occurred during a period of
excellentviewing conditionsover the Arecibo Observatoryin Puerto Rico. Here we explore

the total electroncontent(TEC) registeredby GlobalPositioningSystem(GPS) receivers
locatedcloseto the Cornell All-Sky Imager (CASI) at the Arecibo Observatory. The
stormbeganwith the equatorwardsurgeof a very high (100% increase)TEC enhancement
stretchingfor many hours of local time on the dayside. At dusk the TEC over the Caribbean
remained elevated with levels equal to the noontime monthly averages. During the event
the TEC was highly structured and clearly correlated with high and low airglow emission

levels.In one fortuitousinstancea commonionospheric
penetrationpoint (15 km apart),
shared by two GPS satellites viewed from two receiving stations, registered an 8 TEC unit
differenceduring the active period. We show that a GPS station can be calibrated using
the pseudorangemethod and a reliable data-driven technique during quiet conditions and

still haveabsoluteTEC capabilitywithin 2 TEC units (RMS) 5 dayslater. We compare
the observationsto a climatological model which, although reasonablefor quiet times, is
very poor during the storm period. We also present an independent evaluation of the GPS
TEC. This study is an initial step toward quality control of this database, needed before it
is used in an assimilation

1.

model.

of groundsites,a considerabledatabaseconsistingof
total electroncontent(TEC) data can be obtained.

Introduction

One goal of the spacesciencecommunity is to build
data assimilative models for the ionospheresimilar
to those used to forecast meteorologicalconditions.
A key element for such models is almost certainly
goingto be data from the Global Positioning System

This line-of-sight TEC, among other parameters, can
then be ingestedinto a data assimilativemodel.
In this paper we exploreone method of extracting
such data and apply it to a very interesting period
in November 1997. We study a 5 day period overlap(GPS). With 27 operationalsatellitesand hundreds ping with the November1997 Caribbean Combined
IonosphericCampaigns(CIC), duringwhicha magnetic storm occurred. This storm doubled the dayCopyright2001by the AmericanGeophysical
Union.
time TEC over a vast region in the Atlantic sector
and resultedin nighttimeTEC valuescomparableto
Paper number 1999RS002427.
0048-6604/ 01/ 1999RS002427511.00
quietnoontimevalues.We alsopresenta preliminary
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modelingeffort, basicallyshowinghow presentmod- GHz) aredelayed
by differentamounts
astheypropels deal poorly with geomagneticdisturbanceeffects agatefrom the satelliteto the receiver. Thesedeat midlatitudes.

Two other studies of this event have

laysshowup as a difference
in the pseudorange
and
by
alreadybeen published[Kelley et al., 2000; Garcia phaseinformation,both of whichare determined
receiver. The pseudorange
inforet al., 2000],whichdiscussed
theselarge-scale
TEC a dual-frequency
disturbances as well as the mesoscale structure over
mation obtained from the signal delay has the adPuerto Rico as revealed by an all-sky camera using vantageof givingan absoluteTEC value. However,
a 630 nm filter.
thesevaluesarestronglyinfluencedby multipathand
systemnoise,resultingin extremelynoisyTEC calculations. Using phaseinformation obtained from
2. GPS Technique Description
the
signalphaseadvanceyieldsa muchcleanerTEC
and Validation
measurement but loses the absolute value because of

Sinceour primary goal is to study the spatial and
temporal variability of the TEC, we sought to develop a simpletechniquethat would permit absolute

integercycleambiguities
in phase,whichare fundamentalto oscillators,includingthe onesusedin GPS

satellitesand receivers. By setting the mean of the
TEC calculatedwith phaseinformation to the mean
of the TEC calculatedwith pseudorange
information,
discussed
by Lanyi and Roth [1988]to accomplish we can combinethe accuracyof the phase measurethis goal, which was then enhanced by using the ments with the absolute values of the pseudorange
globalionospheric
mapping(GIM) techniquedevel- measurements.To minimize the effectsof multipath
oped at the Jet PropulsionLaboratory(JPL). The in the pseudorange
measurements
(whichmay have
GIM techniquewas usedto removethe biasesinher- nonzeromean),we do not useany part of the satelTEC determination from several sites with high time
resolution. We used the pseudorangetechnique as

ent in GPS TEC

calculations.

Once the biases were

determinedduring a quiet period for a givensatellitereceiver pair, we hypothesizedthat they would be
valid over the subsequentstorm period. Such a
method has considerablepotential for spaceweather
applicationsrelated to GPS model performanceduring severeconditionsas well as for other applications
requiring highly resolvedtemporal and spatial TEC
data. For the spatial studies we concentrateon two
receivers in the Caribbean.

The first is on the is-

lite passthat falls below25ø elevationin the offset
determination.

This procedureleavestwo errorsin our TEC estimation, both of which are due to the hardware.
These errors are causedby a differential delay between the two GPS frequenciesin both the receiver
and satellite hardware. The resulting biases must
be removed if absolute TEC measurements are to be

madeaccurately.We canmodelthe raw, line-of-sight
TEC

as

TECp= TEClos
+ br+ bi,

land of St. Croix, Virgin Islands, operated by JPL

(1)

andpart of the InternationalGPS Service(IGS). The
second receiver is at the Coast Guard station in Is-

whereTECp is the TEC obtainedusingthe pseudor-

abela, Puerto Rico (roughly250 km west of the St.
Croix receiver),and is part of the ContinuouslyOperating ReferenceStation (CORS) network. Both

ange technique detailed above; TEClos is the actual,
unbiased line-of-sight TEC; br is the receiver bias,

the IGS and CORS networks make data available on
the World Wide Web.

The Global Positioning System, when used with
dual-frequencyreceivers,has been known for quite
sometime to make very accuraterelative TEC measurements. There is, however, quite a bit of controversy over the best way to extract absolutevalues.
In this paper, we have chosenwhat we will call the

and bi is the satellitebias (eachof the 27 GPS satellites hasits own bias). Both the TEC and biasesare

measured
in TECunits(1 TECU- 1016e/m2).
The globalionosphericmapping(GIM) technique
developed
at JPL [e.g.,Wilsonet al., 1995;Ho et al.,
1996;Mannucciet al., 1998]providesa way to remove both the receiver and satellite biases. Using an
array of receiversspread acrossthe globe, a map of
the absolute vertical TEC is created. In the process

pseudorange
technique
[LanyiandRoth,1988],which of creatingthis map the biases(b• and bi) are solved
for and removed. Line-of-sight data correctedin this
Becauseof the dispersivenature of the ionosphere way were provided to us for the period of Novemthe two L band radio signalstransmitted by each ber 20-25, 1997, for the St. Croix site. If we take

is summarized

next.

GPS satellite (L1 at 1.5754 GHz and L2 at 1.2276

the difference

between

TEC

obtained

from the GIM
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technique,
whichweassume
to be TEC]os,andthat
obtainedfrom the pseudorange
techniquefor each
satellite-receiver
pair at St. Croix,we find the combined satellite and receiver bias for St. Croix:

TECp,sc
- TECciM= b•,sc
+ bi,

wherethe subscriptsc refersto the St. Croixsite.

.

o

Ground
Tracks

o

'

20N[ . ,•/

was not included in the GIM techniqueat this time.
If we assumethat the line-of-sightTEC for a given
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Next,we needto findthe combined
satelliteand
receiverbiasfor the Isabela,PuertoRico site, which
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satellite is the same for the two sites (separated

by 250 km), we can take the difference
between
thepseudorange-technique-derived
TEC foreachreceiverfora givensatelliteto remove
bothTEC]osand
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bi:

TECp,pr
- TECp,sc
-- br,pr
- br,sc,

19asviewed
from
(3) Figure1. VerticalTECforsatellite

St. Croix(dashed
curves;
moving
northto south)and
wherethesubscript
pr refersto theIsabelasite.The satellite15 as viewedfrom Isabela(solidcurves;moving
theground
assumption
that the line-of-sight
TEC is the same southto north).Thetopleft panelshows
at both stationsshouldbe valid for quiet time condi-

tracesof eachsatellite'sionospheric
piercepoint (350

uniform and well behaved. This differenceis taken

eachtraceis the locationof eachsatelliteat the time of

Notethatthetraces
continue
to boththenorth
tions,especially
at nightwhentheionosphere
isfairly km).
and the southof the regionshownhere. The circleon
for eachsatelliteseenby both stations.Ideally,this

closest
passing,
corresponding
to thevertical
linesonthe
otherfiveplots.The crossis the locationof thereceiver
Isabela,
PuertoRico.Theasterisk
is thelocation
of
is onlydependent
onthe receiver
hardware.Conse- at
the receiveron St. Croix. The time period plotted is
quently,
theresulting
nighttime
differences
(onefor 0000-0400
UT (2000-0000
LT). November
24 is missing
eachsatellite)areaveraged
to giveour "bestguess" becausethe Isabela receiverwas down during the time

differenceshould be the same for each satellite, as it

differencebetween receiver biases. For this data set
we find this difference to be-7.5 TECU.

period of interest.

The final step in findingthe combined
satellite
and receiverbiasesfor the receiverat Isabela, Puerto

Rico,is to addthe St. Croixsatelliteand receiver

biases(equation
(2)) to the difference
between
the
tworeceiverbiases(equation(3)):

at 350 km camequite closeto eachother (within approximately15 km). This can be seenin the top left
panel of Figure 1, where the 350 km penetration
pointsof both satellitesare plotted as a functionof

(b•,•+ b•)+ (b•,p•
- b•,•)= b•,p•
+ b•. (4)

time for November 20. Similar plots for the other

This is what must be subtracted from the pseudo-

from this one. When interpreting the plots, it is im-

daysof this period are essentiallyindistinguishable

rangetechnique-derived
TEC forIsabela,describedportant to note that the two satellitesare movingin
by(1),to obtaintheabsolute,
unbiased
line-of-sightopposite directions.
TEC for this receiver. Obtained in this way for both

The rest of the panelsin Figure 1 displayabsolute

sitesona quietcalibration
day,the combined
satel- vertical TEC under the moving penetration point,
lite andreceiver
biases(equations
(2) and(4))were using a standard algorithm for convertingline-ofthen usedfor the remainingdaysin the studyto cal- sightto verticalTEC [Sardonand Zarraoa,1997].
For the moment, we concentrateon the quiet days,
leavingNovember23 for the next paragraph. NearGIM technique
wasrunonthisperiodat JPL.Satel- perfect agreementbetween the two data sets was
lite 19 as viewed from St. Croix and satellite 15 as found at the commonpierce point on November22.
viewedfromIsabelaareof particularinterest:for the Not only were the two absoluteTEC values well
6 consecutive
daysthe ionospheric
penetration
points within i unit at the time of the vertical line, but

culate absolute unbiased TEC.

We choseNovember20 for the calibration day. The
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also there is near-perfect symmetry about the crossing point. This indicatesthat over the 4 hour period
and 8ø of latitude covered, the latitudinal gradient
was nearly constant and there was very little local
time dependencein the TEC. Both traces suggest
that the ionospherehas a larger TEC south of Puerto
Rico. This may be explained by the satellite lines
of sight tracing a latitudinal gradient or entering or
leaving the equatorial anomaly zone.
On November

21 the two curves cross later in time

than on November 22. At the time of TEC equality,
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TEC units (peak to peak) but do not havethe huge
variationsseennearer to the center of the plots.
We wish to further emphasize the robust nature
of the receiver-satellite pairs when normalized on a
quiet day. Even after 5 days, the absolute TEC for
these two different satellites, viewed from two different receivers,is in clear and remarkable agreement.
To explore this result in more detail, we look at a
subset of six satellites

seen from the St.

Croix

site.

Again, we use November 20 as our calibration day to
obtain the biasesfor eachsatellite. We keepthesebi-

satellite 15 (viewedfrom the east) was north of the asesunchangedfor both the storm night (November
closestpenetrationpoint while satellite 19 (viewed 22-23)and a calmnight followingthe storm(Novemfrom the west) was south of that point. Likewise, ber 24-25). As stated before,our hypothesisis that
there is a larger difference between the two curves
an hour before the TEC crossingpoint than an hour
afterward. Both observationssuggesta lessuniform
ionosphereon November 21 and a similar conclusion
holds for November

20.

November 25 has a pronouncednorth-south gradient and a larger local time dependencethan the
days before the storm event. November 28 has no
Isabela data, so it is excluded from this discussion.
We conclude that small TEC

differences at the times

the biasesobtained on the previouscalm day should
remain the same for subsequentdays. Our results on
the calm day at the end of the period should be in
reasonableagreement with an independent application of the GIM techniqueon that day. By looking at
the storm night we will be able to evaluate how the
GIM technique handles periods with extreme TEC
fluctuations and ionosphericgradients.
Table

I

lists the results.

In the second column

we show the differencesbetween our TEC, found by
keepingthe samebiasescalculatedfor November20,
and the TEC found usingthe GIM techniquecreated
independentlyfor the quiet night of November24-25.

correspondingto the vertical line simply correspond
to small changesof the TEC when viewed from different locationsbecauseof either temporal or spatial
variations. An incorrect choiceof penetration alti-

We see that

tude could also contribute

two of the five satellites we see differences of less than

to the small differences.

November 23 is remarkable for a variety of reasons. Notice in particular that the absolute TEC is
much higher than during the other days and is extremely variable. In fact, the variations are larger
than the absolute TEC on the other days. Clearly,
a major space weather event is occurring. At the
time

of the vertical

line the absolute

TEC

differed

by 8 units when at most it should have been 1 or 2
units, on the basis of the other days presentedhere.
Huge variations in TEC thus occur on midlatitude
paths with the same ionosphericpenetration point
but different receiver viewpoints separated by only a
few hundred kilometers. Conversely,as discussedin
more detail below, different satellitesviewed from the
same location will be affectedby quite different TEC
along the line-of-sightpaths, even when correctedfor
slant differences,as done in Figure 1. It is interesting
to note that the averageabsolute TEC between 0000
and 0030 UT for satellite 15 is very nearly the same
as that for satellite

19 around 0300-0400

UT.

In both

casesthe lines-of-sightare well to the south of Puerto
Rico. These regionsare structured at the level of 3-5

the biases remain

almost

identical.

In

I TECU, with the other three within 2 TEC units.
It seems that

we can use the biases calculated

on a

quiet day fairly confidently for several days.

Table 1. TEC Differences
for a QuietNight(November
24-25)andanActiveNight(November
22-23)
PRN
2
3
19
22
27
31

Average

Quiet

Active

1.2
'"
1.5
2.0
0.8
0.8

0.7
0.3
4.1
1.1
0.4
2.9

1.3

1.6

aThedifference
shownis betweenvaluesobtainedby propagatingthe biasesobtainedon November20 and an indepen-

dentapplication
of the GIM technique
for the individualday.
PRN refersto thepseudorandom
numberthat isgivento each
GPS satellite.
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The results from the storm night, shown in column
3, provide interesting insights into possible limitations of modeling during ionospheric disturbances.

The largesterrorsoccurredin spacevehicles(SVs)
19 and

31.

These

are the two satellites

for which

the line-of-sight TEC was most disturbed. Several
cycle slips are also present in the data for these two
satellites. Consequently,some of the differencescan
possiblybe attributed to incorrect handling of these
slips. For the remaining four satellites, comparing bi-

I

I

I

22
•

2

26

I

I
_

asescalculatedindependentlyfor this day and using
the biasesfrom November 20, we see that the values
are fairly close. These four satellites have differences
well

within

the

tolerance

of the method.

Even

for

SVs 2 and 27, for which the line-of-sight TEC shows
great fluctuations and large gradients, the differences

i

20

22

24

26

are quite small (0.7 and 0.4 TECU, respectively).
_

It is interesting to note that the average error is

30% higheron the activeday,eventhoughit occurred
closer in time

to the calibration

date.

Coco et al.

•;]i i i ] i i i I i i !

[1991]suggestthat the biaserror containsnot only
the receiver and satellite

errors but also an error due

to mismodelingof the ionosphere.It is possiblethat
larger errors occur in satellites whose lines-of-sight
experience greater fluctuations in the TEC because
of these modeling effects.
Using the method described above with the GIM
technique,we have determined the absolute TEC for

20

22

24

26

Day (Nov, 97)
Figure 3. Geomagnetic
indices:(top)Dst, (middle)Ap,
and (bottom) Kp for November20-25, 1997.
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Figure 2. TEC profilefor November20-25,1997. The
highlightedregionis the night of November22-23. The
vertical lines indicate local midnight. The Isabela receiverwasdown from the morningof November23 until
midday November 24. UT is 4 hours later than the local

time plottedhere. VI, Virgin Islands;PR, PuertoRico.

all the satellitesin view above an elevation angle of
25ø for a 6 day period. These resultshave been averagedand convertedto vertical TEC, which is plotted
in Figure 2 for both St. Croix, Virgin Islands and
Isabela, Puerto Rico. By and large, when averaged
like this, the two data sets are quite similar, further
evidencethat the method is working. The largest
differencesoccur in the active nighttime period on
November 22-23. This large difference between the
TEC calculatedfor the two sitesis to be expectedon
the basis of the huge differencesin TEC seen for a
commonpenetration point viewed from these nearby
stations, as shown in Figure 1.
As seenin Figure 3, magneticactivity began at

0000 UT on November22. The Dst (top panel)
shows a storm beginning on November 22 at 0000
UT and reachingits maximum negative Dst of-100
gamma on November 23 as late as 1200 UT. Over this
sameperiod the Ap and Kp indicesshowthat this period was very disturbed. The Kp reaches6 at 0000
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eastwardelectricfield penetrating the nightside,as is

oftenobserved
[Kelleyet al., 1979;Fejer, 1991].Near

ß

dawn on November 22, the h,•F2 parameter exhibited a 50 km rise above the monthly average. Unfortunately, a data gap occurredat this time. The TEC
data in Figure 2 show a doubling of the TEC over
20

21

22

23

24

25

normal

hmF
2Ramey,
PR
500

EVENT

informationon the event). This may be due to an

foF2
Ramey,
PR
!
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noon on November

22.

This

large increasein TEC is consistentwith the Ramey
data, which once data recording resumed, also show
an increasein the foF2 parameter shortly after noon.

i
24

i

'

,

,

25

Day (November1997, LT)

measured

over Puerto

Rico was not a local

event. Indeed, a patch of intense ionization seems
to move equatorward all the way from Greenland,
leading up to the time of the large Caribbean peak

[Garciaet al., 2000].At sunset,neitherthe TEC nor

Figure 4. foF2 and h,•F2 plotsfor the 6 day period foF2 dropped as they usually do, further indicating
surroundingthe eventas observedat the RameySolar the severity of the midlatitude disturbance. Figure
Observatoryin PuertoRico. The monthlyaveragevalue 5 showsthe tremendousvariability of the TEC that
is alsoplotted (repetitivecurve). The verticallinesare night, which was similar to the variability of the 6300
local midnight.
airglow. An example is presentedin Figure 6. Here
the bright and dark airglow patches are correlated
with high and low TEC values. It should be pointed
UT on November 23. By November 25 the storm out that the intensity of the 6300 airglow emissionis
has diminishedand, in fact, can be viewed as hav- also related to the height of the layer. However, in
ing recovered
to its prestormconditions.Therewas this case, the simultaneousTEC data show that the
essentially no reaction to the storm's sudden com- intensityvariationsare dominatedby changesin elecmencementin the TEC or in foF2 as measuredby tron content,rather than height changes.Becauseof
an ionosondeat the nearby Ramey Solar Observatory the sharpgradientsin the ionosphere
the TEC differs

(18.5øN,292.8øE).This can be seenin Figure4, in
which both foF2 and hmF2 are plotted for that site
for November 20-25. However, at the storm onset,
near 0000 UT, the Caribbean ionospheredid surgeto
heightsmore than 100 km abovethe averageheight

Nov 20/21 St. Croix, Vl

,501.......
40

30

for the month(the repetitivecurve).By earlymorn- •2o
ing of the next day the TEC overthe Caribbeansites
lO

was twice its averagevalue. This huge peak occurs
at the samelocal time (1200 LT) as the first of two
well-definedpeaks on the next day and lessdefined
but perceptible double peaks on the next 2 days.

Nov 22/23 St. Croix, VI
50

.......

These structures are called diurnal double maxima

(DDM) in the literature[e.g.,Piet al., 1993]andare
thought to be due to the effect of magneticactivity
on the midlatitude ionosphere.Thesedata certainly
support this notion.

The premidnightvaluesof hmF2wereelevatedover
the average on the night prior to the storm commencement. The near-dawn uplift on November 22
to over 400 km coincides with

100 nT and 20 nT

22

24

2

4
6
UT (hrs)

8

10

12

Figure 5. Vertical TEC calculated for all satellites in
view from St. Croix, Virgin Islands over a 15 hour pe-

magneticfield pulsesin Iceland and at geostationary

riod for (top) a quiet night, November20-21, 1997 and
(bottom) the time period during intenseTEC fluctua-

orbit, respectively
(seeGarciaet al. [2000]for more

tions on the night of November 22-23, 1997.
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the internationalreferenceionosphere(IRI) climatological model. Therefore we approachedthe quality
assessmentby looking for common trends between
eachof the quiet days and then, subsequently,looking for trend differences
with the IRI empiricalmodel
for thesequiet days. Usingthis techniqueis different
but not necessarily better than using comparisons
with direct measurements,suchas an ISR, TOPEX,
or Faraday rotation measurements.In fact, compar-

5O
4O

O 30

isons of this nature have been carried out in the past
._

/

[e.g.,LanyiandRoth,1988;Ho et al., 1997;Vladimer
et al., 1997;Iijima et al., 1999;Makelaet al., 2000].

O 20
i

10
i

0

....

i

Time (UT)

Figure 6. (top) Three airglow imageswith the trajectories of GPS satellites15 (solid curves;viewed from Isabela, Puerto Rico) and 19 (dashedcurves;viewedfrom
St. Croix, Virgin Islands)superimposed.(bottom) Lineof-sightTEC for the satellite passes.The circleson the
trajectoriesindicatethe satellitepositionsat the timesof
the images. The vertical line correspondsto the time of
closestapproachbetweenthe two satellites.

A first step in carrying out these comparisonsis
the need to synthesizeGPS station-to-satellite ray
paths through the IRI model. These synthetic ray
paths then permit the integration of electron densities along the slant paths to producemodel TEC

•

o

by as much as 8 TEC units for the same ionosphere
penetration point viewed from different locations.
3.

CIC

Caribbean

November

GPS TEC Data-Model

1997

Comparison

Before any data stream can be assimilated, it is
critical that a data quality evaluation be made. We
have undertaken initial steps to evaluate the quality
of the calibrated

GPS TEC

0

20

UT (hr)

data from the St. Croix

site during this time period. All data usedwere slant
path data. As already noted, the 2 earlier days were
from a very quiet period prior to a major storm beginning on November 22. Figure 3 highlights this
temporal geomagneticvariability.
The task of quality controlling these data is complex. Ground truth data, such as those from the

10

o

IRI slant TEC

Arecibo incoherentscatter radar (ISR), do not necessarilyfollow the same slant paths and are not available for these nights, so these data cannot be used

as a reference.In addition, at least 3 days (November 22, 23, and 24) are contaminatedby activegeophysicalconditions. On the quiet days, however,one
would expect to see a degree of repeatability and,
perhaps, agreement with the general trends of a climatological model, such as diurnal variation and local spatial gradients. For this study, we have used

0

10

20

UT (hr)
Figure 7. (top) Total electroncontentobservedby the
St. Croix GPS receiveron November20, 1997, and (bottom) synthesized
GPS TEC usingthe IRI model.
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values for the GPS slant paths. The software has
been developedto handle arbitrary ground stations
and realistic ray path elevation and azimuth angles.

Figure7 (upperpanel)showsthe observedSt. Croix
slant TEC for November 20. Each line segment correspondsto a continuousreceiverobservationperiod
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with a specificGPS satellite. That the line segments
do not provide a unique diurnal curve is understandable becausethese different segmentscorrespondto
different elevation and azimuth angles. The slant
TEC dependson the electron density along the ray

path to the satellite[Lanyi and Roth, 1988].Therefore the TEC has a strong dependenceon the elevation angle to the satellite. The lower panel in Figure 7 showsthe correspondingIRI slant TEC values.
Note that IRI can only be integrated up to 1000 km,

[

whereas GPS satellites

are located at radial distances

of 20,200 km. An inspectionof Figure 7 revealsthat
a data gap exists between 1400 and 1500 UT and
that the nighttime TEC values occur between 0100
and 1000 UT, while daytime high TEC valuesextend
from 1100 to 2200 UT. The IRI nighttime TEC values are lower than the measurementsby a few TEC
units, while the dayside IRI values exceed the ob-

ILl
I--

served GPS values.
'T"'

'

' 0

10

As discussedin section 2, the analysisof GPS L1L2 data to produce TEC yields highly accurate relative data, with the possibility of poorly definedoff-

20

UT (hr)

sets due to satellite

[I[

Nov 21

-

20

UT (hr)
=

Nov 20

v

_

and receiver

biases.

Therefore

a logical analysis of Figure 7 data would be to difference the GPS and IRI TECs, rather than looking for scalingfactors. If, in fact, offsetsexist, they
would probably be constantfor all of the 30 s samples
for one specificsatellite. In Figure 8 these satellite
offsetsare shown for the average differenceof GPS
TEC minus IRI TEC for each satellite and plotted at
the averageUT of the satellite pass. Figure 8 shows
these offsetsfor the 3 quiet days: November 20, 21,
and 25. If the IRI and GPS agreed perfectly, the
squareswould form a line at 0 TEC difference.They
do not; however, they do show a reasonablyrepeatable diurnal pattern. On all 3 days the GPS TEC
exceed the IRI

•

EVENT

TEC

values between

0000 and 1000

UT. Then, from 1000 to 2000 UT the IRI TEC exceed the observedvalues. This pattern could almost
be viewed as a diurnal sine wave of amplitude 2.5
TEC units. Although most of the satellites lie along
a smooth diurnal trend, at least three satellites are
systematically disjoint from this curve. These have

Figure 8, Average satellite TEC differencebetweenthe

' 0

10

UT (hr)

20

observedGPS and IRI-modeledGPS for (top) November 25, (middle)November21, and (bottom)November
20. Each square representsa different GPS satellite and
includes data from 250-90 ø elevation.
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tion error. Basically, the quiet time ionosphereis well
characterized, and the roughnessexhibited by satellites A, B, and C indicates that their offsetbias values
need correction. Otherwise, ingesting these data into
an assimilation model would generate noise, creating
an erroneousoutput from the model. The question
of what

N'"

A MIDLATITUDE

the diurnal

difference

curve

reveals

is also

significant. In both Figures 8 and 9 the modulation
amplitude is +2.5 TEC units. The Figure 7 observations show that the nighttime TECs are on the order
of 11 TEC units, whereas the daytime values extend
to 20 TEC

units.

A diurnal

modulation

of 5 TEC

Figure 9. The averagesatelliteTEC difference
between units, due to calibrations, would be rather large. Is
the observed GPS and IRI-modeled GPS for November
this diurnal offset due to the plasmasphere? In Fig21 for elevationanglesfrom 250-90ø only.
ure 9 the daytime offset appears to be close to zero.
However, at night the GPS TEC exceedsthat of the
IRI. This might suggesta differencedue to the plas-

been labeled as satellitesA, B, and C in Figure 8.
Other satellitesmay deviatefroma smoothcurveon

I or 2, but not all, of the 3 days.With morequietday
data setsfrom other stations it shouldbe possibleto
determineif satellitesA, B, and C have been incor-

masphere.In fact, the magnitudeof the difference(25 TECU) is consistentwith that foundby Lunt et al.
[1999].Unfortunately,this argumentis falsebecause
the plasmasphere is a reasonably uniform torus encircling the equator, which would provide equal day

rectlycalibratedwith respectto the othersatellites
or if someother factor is responsiblefor their devi-

o

ations. This would be a crucial step, prior to any
assimilation

work carried out on these data.

In Figure 8 all elevationanglesbetween25ø and
90ø were used. It may be argued that the very low
elevationangle leadsto very large slant TEC values
and therefore the small differencesin Figure 8 would

not be meaningful. To compensatefor this, the Figure 8 analysiswas repeatedusingonly data from elevation anglesgreater than 50ø. Someof the satel-

0

20

lites were then excluded from the analysis because

21

22

23

I

i

i

24

25

26

the satellites never reached above 50 ø as viewed from

the groundstation. Figure 9 showsthe resultsfor
November21 usingthis restricted elevation criterion.
SatellitesA and C still appear, but now satellite B

is no longerpresent.For both of thesesatellites,the
trend is the same as that found in the Figure 8 case.

In Figure 9 the entire diurnal curve appears to be
shifted up by 2.5 units. Indeed, the diurnal curve
also looks considerablysmoother.
Figures8 and 9 demonstratea meansfor quality
c7'20 21
22
23
24
25
26
control in the GPS TEC analysis. Even if the IRI
Day (Nov, 97)
is not exactly representativeof the ionosphere,one
wouldexpectthat, in general,the differentsatellites Figure 10. (top) GPS TEC for the entire study period
shouldreproducethis ionospherein a systematicway. of November20-25, 1997, and (bottom) averagesatellite
The repeatedsatellite(A, B, C) departuresfromthis TEC difference between the observed and IRI-modeled
systematiccurve would thereforeindicate a calibra- TEC.
!

I

I

I

I
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corresponded
to lookanglesthroughverybrightairglowpatches.In general,the bright(dark)airglow
Figure 10 showsthe entire GPS TEC database for
regions
corresponded
to high(low)TEC. Thisresult
the study period (top panel) with the corresponding is actuallyimportantsinceit impliesthat dynamical
differenceto IRI (lowerpanel). The diurnal patterns variationsdominate the airglow patterns, not chemand night TEC corrections.Significantlymore work
is neededto resolvethis problemcorrectly.

shownin Figure 8 for the 3 quiet days are evident in
Figure 10, but on the disturbed daysthis is no longer
true. During this disturbancethe storm days clearly
generate an ionospherethat is significantly greater

(10-20 TEC units) than the IRI. To properlymodel
these storm days, the neutral temperatures, densities, and winds as well as the plasma temperatures
must be properly adjustedto obtain slant path TEC
valuesfrom the ionosphericmodel that are consistent
with the measurements. This work is in progress,
and the GPS TEC data are, in fact, the basis for the
assimilation being developedas Assimilation Iono-

sphereModel (AIM) 1.04L by the SpaceEnvironment Corporation as part of the AIM project, and as
Global AssimilativeIonosphereModel (GAIM) by a
team of scientistsat the University of Southern California and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory as part of
the GAIM project.

4.

Summary
In this paper, we use GPS satellites to document

remarkable

variations

of the total

electron

content

in

the ionosphere-plasmasphere
during a period of high
magnetic activity. The noontime TEC was double
that at noon the previous day. By midafternoon,
the activity had decreased,but it rebounded again
near sunset. That night, the averageTEC remained
very high, at a level more typical of daytime than of
nighttime values.
From a technical standpoint we show that it is
quite feasible to calibrate satellite-receiverpairs using data from the GIM techniqueon a quiet day and
to have the calibration

hold to within

2 TEC

units

(RMS) for severaldays.This allowsfor reliablestudy
of mesoscalestructures during active periods without dependenceon modeling during severeweather,
which seemsto be more difficult than quiet day modeling.
A fortuitous satellite-receiverpair combination allowed us to investigate a common ionospherepenetration point each day during the whole period.
The agreement was quite good, except for the active day when the vertical TEC differed by 8 TEC
units. The airglow data show that high TEC values

ical changes.
In this study, we have not only seen how robust
the GPS calibration proceduresare during disturbed
periodsbut also independently evaluated the quality
of this calibration as a precursorto usingsuchdata in
assimilation models. The results of this study identified

at least

three

satellites

in the

database

that

appear to deviate significantly from the others. A
diurnal modulation in the calibration appears systematically on each quiet day when referencedto the
IRI slant path TECs. For the purpose of incorporating these data into models it must be determined
whether the three apparently anomalous satellites
are, in fact, anomalous. In addition, it must be determined whether the diurnal modulation is simply
an artifact of comparingthe data to IRI or a calibration issue. However, both of these effectsare of lower
order to the extensivestorm information obtained by
GPS slant TEC from only two ground stations.
Other remarkable aspects of these data are the
enormousrange of TEC values registered by a receiver looking at many satellites and the differences
registered by two nearby receivers looking at the
same ionospheric penetration point. The simultaneousairglow data reveal unexpected and collocated
airglow variations of great complexity.
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